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Fluke Networks is pleased to announce that ECR Informatique, a leading company in the cable installation market, acquired
the new Versiv platform, now with a fleet of 7 cable certifiers with DSX-5000 replacing DTX-1800 in order to consolidate its
position and deployment in structured cabling solutions systems at both DataCenters and horizontal cabling levels. Created in
2001 and located in Calvados (France), ECR specializes in cable installation of all types of local area networks (copper, fiber,
wireless, laser) in standard or special environments or subject to manufacturers certifications. ECR acts on behalf of
businesses, local communities, public and private institutions (education, health...) on their main site or remote facilities, and is
also a subcontractor for major clients taking charge of large scale projects featuring local networks. ECR Informatique installs,
distributes and certifies over 10,000 copper and fiber optic links every year. By preparing projects with the new Fluke Networks
ProjeX management system, ECR Informatique saves time not only by managing several projects simultaneously, but also by
gathering reports quickly with a single click in the LinkWare software. With interchangeable modules for testing copper and
network links (with the OneTouch module), the Versiv platform allows ECR Informatique to get the validation of installed
cabling systems and the maintenance of customer information systems in a faster, more accurate and cheaper way. "By being
one of the first buyers of the new Versiv platform and in particular DSX-5000, we move forward with technological
developments rather than falling behind. This gives us an advantage over our competitors in complex projects.” says JeanFred Bachelet, founder of ECR Informatique. “We are used to working with demanding companies that want flawless
subcontractors. This starts with the measuring equipment that should be accurate and calibrated periodically as standards
require. We have been operating with Fluke Networks' products for many years and we are proud to remain on the forefront of
installers.” Fluke Networks, manufacturer and publisher, sells a range of products for the analysis and monitoring of business
and communication networks, as well as the installation and certification of copper and fiber optic cabling for computer
networks.
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About Fluke Networks
Fluke Networks is the worldwide leader in certification, troubleshooting, and installation tools for
professionals who install and maintain critical network cabling infrastructure. From installing the most
advanced data centers to restoring service in the worst weather, our combination of legendary
reliability and unmatched performance ensure jobs are done efficiently. The company’s flagship
products include the innovative LinkWare™ Live, the world’s leading cloud-connected cable
certification solution with over fourteen million results uploaded to date.
1-800-283-5853 (US & Canada)
1-425-446-5500 (International)
http://www.flukenetworks.com
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